We construct a tame knot in S3 which has no unknotted incompressible spanning surface.
Qi and Q2 be two copies of Q, with subscripts identifying respective subspaces. If we join £?, and Q2 by identifying Ax with A2 and BiC\Ax with B2C\A2, then the closed incompressible surface BxuB2 must separate the resulting knot space. Thus B separates Q, so trx(Q) can be written as a nontrivial free product with amalgamation along ttx(B). But trx(Q) has nontrivial center, so irx(B)=Z; i.e., B is an annulus. This contradicts the fact that the torus knot (p, q) is prime. D B-r Figure 1 Consider the square knot k and its spanning surface S as shown in Figure 1 . The manifold Cl(S3-N(k)) is fibered over S1, with Sn Cl(S3-N(k)) as fiber. Note that the curve y is chosen so that N(y)C\S is an unknotted and untwisted annulus. Thus there is a properly embedded nonsingular disk D^C\(S3-N(y)) with (Bd D)nS=0.
This disk D may also be chosen so that DnS=<5<=Int D, where <5c £• is the spanning arc indicated in Figure 1 . The surface Bd N(y) is incompressible in Cl(S3-(N(k)KjN(y))). Let a be the oriented boundary of a nonseparating disk in N(y), and let ß be the oriented curve Z)HBd N(y), so that <x and ß form a basis for 7Ti(Bd N(y))=ZxZ. Remove Int N(y) from S3 and replace it with Q sewn in so that a is identified with X and ß with ¡x. The disk D is sewn along p., so the resulting manifold V is still homeomorphic to S3, and C\(V-N(k))=M is a knot space. The corresponding knot, for the case (p,q)=(2, 3), is shown in Figure 2 . Theorem 1. If T is any incompressible spanning surface in the knot space M, then T is knotted.
Proof.
We prove this by moving T with an isotopy until it misses Q. The surface S separates Bd N(y) = Bd Q into two annuli, whose closures we denote by Ax and A2. Each component of Axr\A2 is a meridian in Bd Q. If S' = (S(~\M)<JAX, then S' is also a spanning surface in M. Put If S' C\T^0, the geometric structure of the covering corresponding to the commutator subgroup of irx(M) assures us that there is some component of Tr\(M-S') whose closure T' meets S' only from the side opposite A2. Put T' in general position with A2 and assume the number of components in T'C\A2 is minimal. Now M-(S'\JQ) was constructed so as to have a product structure, so if T'C\A2=0, we know from Waldhausen [7] that T' is parallel to a surface in S". Hence we can move T by an isotopy which reduces the number of components in TnS', a contradiction.
If T'nA2?¿ 0 , then each component of T'C\A2 is a meridian in Bd Q. Put F in general position with Bd Q without moving T' C\A2. Our lemma assures us that each component of TC\Q is boundary parallel and hence may be removed by an isotopy. If S'r\T=0
, then TC\A2 may be assumed to be either empty or to consist entirely of meridians in Bd Q, and similar reasoning allows us to remove each component of TC\Q. Proof.
We saw in the proof of Theorem 1 that an incompressible spanning surface for M may be assumed to miss Q. Hence, if (p:Ñ->-M denotes the covering of M corresponding to Gx, then cp is a homeomorphism when restricted to any component of <js-1(0. But M was constructed in such a way that if we remove Q and sew in a solid torus W so that a bounds a nonseparating disk in W, we will have the square knot space. The corresponding operation lifted to M converts M into the covering of the square knot space corresponding to G2. In either case, the curves 9?-1(|8) will generate all of the homology contributed by either ç?-1(ô) or çi_1(W'), and the curves ç>-1(a) will all be homologous to zero. □ Bibliography
